TWO-STROKE PNEUMATIC OVERHAULS

Professional pneumatic overhauls enable merchant shipping customers to operate their
vessels reliably and smoothly. QuantiServ offers extraordinarily cost-efficient and flexible
expert overhaul services at several ports worldwide.

CRUCIAL PNEUMATICS

TOP QUALITY OVERHAULS

A breakdown or malfunction of the
engine starting and reversing system
during manoeuvring can lead to
serious problems.
Such consequences include extra
port fees, tug requirements and
delays of the vessel schedule. In
the worst case, issues with the port
authorities or even blacklisting of the
fleet may also be the result.
These extra costs and negative
reputational impact can be avoided
with a reliably functioning and well
maintained pneumatic system.
This applies for modern conventional
two-stroke engines and for mature
engines.

QuantiServ offers a thorough and fast
overhaul service on two-stroke engine
pneumatic and control systems.
All pneumatic valves, as well as the
main starting valve and the start air

distributor are cleaned, inspected,
overhauled and replaced if required.
These services are carried out by
dedicated field service personnel,
using only original OEM components.
A final system function test is included
along with associated reporting to
ensure and confirm proper operational
condition and documentation upon
completion.
The inspection of additional systems
can be included.

COMPETITIVE PRICING
Both parts and services come at
attractive and competitive package
prices. Upon request, lump sum
pricing can be applied for labour.

Professional pneumatic overhauls
enable merchant shipping customers
to operate their vessels reliably
and smoothly. QuantiServ offers
extraordinarily cost-efficient and
flexible expert overhaul services at
several ports worldwide.

FLEXIBLE SERVICES
Regardless of whether the vessel is in
drydock or in commercial operation,
you as the customer decide where
and how the overhaul will be
performed.
Based on our broad global service
network, the location and date can
be selected flexibly for performing the
service.
In the event of limited port stays or
tight vessel schedules, additional
manpower can be considered.

SCOPE OF SUPPLY
QuantiServ overhaul packages
include experienced inspection
experts, pneumatic overhaul kits and
OEM spare parts.
We coordinate all necessary activities
and provide on-site competent and
professional technical advice on
demand.
Only necessary components will be
exchanged with the required spare
parts. Subsequently no re-stocking
fee applies for returned parts.

GLOBAL COVERAGE
Pneumatic overhaul services are
available worldwide, with core
competence centres in Dubai,
Singapore, China and Northern
Europe.

APPLICABLE RANGE
All conventional low-speed two-stroke
diesel engines of any brand.

QuantiServ offers specialised, fast and reliable
support, maintenance and repair services for
customers operating equipment of multiple
brands, both in the marine and energy sector.
www.quantiserv.com  info@quantiserv.com
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